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‚

‚

Who was Alfred Tarski?
•

1901–1939, Warsaw; 1942–1983, Berkeley

•

1923–1953: perfected our framework for research in mathematical logic.

•

1953–1983: its preeminent figure

•

My teacher's teacher, my external PhD examiner

Biography
•

‚

Feferman & Feferman 2004

Background
•

Smith 2010 (October 2010 HPM meeting)

•

Sznajder 2010 (March 2010 HPM meeting)

Tarski’s Schooling
‚

Born 1901, in Warsaw, then part of Russia

‚

High school 1915–1918 there, during German occupation

‚

University 1919–1924, during Bolshevik war & birth of Polish republic

‚

1923–1924, dissertation and papers on Stanisław Leśniewski's logic

Tarski’s Early Career (1)
‚

1924, seminal papers on interrelations between
•
•
•

‚

definitions of finiteness
axiom of choice
cardinal arithmetic

1924, the famous paper with Stefan Banach:
•

In ú3 any two bounded sets with interior are decomposible into = finite
numbers of disjoint ~
= sets.

$$

Tarski’s Early Career (2)
‚

1925–1939
•
•

Taught geometry at the Stefan Żeromski school, Warsaw.
Tarski

_ high-school teacher
` postdoc ! lecturer

Never a professor in Poland,
but known worldwide in logic.

‚

1927–1928 logic seminar, Warsaw University
•

Axioms for elementary real arithmetic, geometry

•

Elimination of quantifiers

•

Not published in any detail until 20–30 years later

|

decision procedures

Parametr (1)

‚

1929

Tarski argued for an organization for teaching, independent of the research
community.

‚

1930

Antoni M. RUSIECKI started Parametr, for gimnasjum teachers and their best
students

•

Government administrator/supervisor

‚

•

curriculum developer

•

teacher trainer

•

interface with universities

•

entrepreneur

•

Discovered Mark Kac (Kac autobiography)

•

Good subject for research

1931

Material for students ! supplement, M łody matematyk
(Young Mathematician)
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On the Degree of
Equivalence of Polygons

Parametr & M łody Matematyk
‚

Impressive publication, but largely a one-man show: Rusiecki (AMR)

‚

Vol 1 (1930) 399 pp.
•

45 articles by 24 different authors, 12 by AMR

•

58 notes

•

140 problems, 18 solutions,

by 17 authors,

33 by AMR
largely by AMR

‚

In every issue, AMR complained about overwork!

‚
‚

Vol 2 (1931–1932)
Vol 3 (1939)

‚

Tarski published there
• 1 pedagogical paper,
• 2 research papers,
• & fostered 1 more, by Henryk Moese.

‚

But today I’m interested in the problems he contributed.

Problems Posed
‚

‚

‚

Why do that?
•

They’re beautiful

•

For bravado

•

For instruction

•

To identify the elite

In Vols. 1–2 of Parametr (including M łody matematyk)
•

218 numbered problems & a few others

•

AMR: 76 of them ... 35%

•

Tarski: next with 14 ... 6%

•

Most others collected by AMR from examinations

What had Tarski in mind?

CONTEST PROBLEM II
Exercise on Diluting Wine
A winemaker had two barrels; one had a
volume of a liters, and the second, b liters.
The first barrel was filled with pure wine but
the second was empty. The winemaker
poured a certain amount of wine— x liters
—from the first barrel to the second, and
filled up the second barrel with water. After
mixing the wine and water, the winemaker
poured from the second barrel to the first
just enough so that the first barrel became
full. It turned out that in the first barrel was
the kind of wine that we would obtain if, into
the barrel containing a liters, we poured c
liters of pure wine and filled up the remaining [volume] with water.
Find x and report for what values of the
givens a, b, c we have (1) two solutions, (2)
one solution, (3) a problem with no solution.
Dr. Alfred Tarski (Warsaw)

Tarski [1930] 2012a

#
¿ ›x [ (a – x) + x 2 /b = c ]

]
¿ ›x [ x 2 – bx + (a – c)b = 0 ]

]
¿ b 2 – 4(a – c)b $ 0
Quantifier elimination!

An Instance of
Hauber’s Law
x 2 + Bx + C = 0
D = B 2 – 4C
D>0 w D=0 w D<0

\

\

\

›! 2 x

›!x

¬ ›x

Exhaustive
Exclusive

A

‚

Useful in several problems for organizing cases

‚

Featured as a logical tool in

-

The

\

are reversible.

•

Chwiałkowski, Schayer & Tarski 1935, Geometrja dla trzeciej klasy
gimnazjalnej

•

Tarski [1936] 1995, O logice matematycznej i metodzie dedukcyjnej

Exercise 167. System of inequalities. Investigate what conditions must numbers k, l, m
satisfy so that there should exist an angle 
in the first quadrant (0 #  # 1/2 ) satisfying the following two inequalities simultaneously:
k cos  + l sin  # m
k sin  + l cos  # m.
Ten points for solution. A. Tarski (Warsaw)

#¿
›x,y

]

—x

x,y $ 0
2

+ y 2 = 1 & lx + ky # m



¿

a very complicated disjunction of
conjunctions of linear inequalities
involving only k, l, m.

Tarski [1931] 2012b
‚

& kx + l y # m
&

Emphasizes
•

Inequalities

•

Quantifier elimination

•

Case-ridden argument

Exercise 183. Postulate about parallels. Accepting the system of axioms for Euclidean geometry given by David Hilbert, or any system established in one of the Polish school
texts on elementary geometry, show that the axiom of parallelism can be replaced by the statement,
For every point interior to a convex angle there exists
at least one segment which passes through this point
and has endpoints on the edges of the given angle.
Five points for solution.

A. T. (Warsaw)

Tarski [1931–1932] 2012b

‚

From 1927–1928 Warsaw logic seminar.

‚

This axiom was reported in Bonola [1906] 1955.

‚

It stems from Lorenz [1791–1792].

g

*l

O

*l

gr

Sr

l

‚

Hilbert used Playfair’s axiom:
this data | g = gr.

‚

It mentions points, lines,
incidence.

S

‚

P

Rr
Q

R

Tarski’s axiom mentions only points,
betweenness β:
βOPQ & βRrPSr & O =/ P |
›R›S(βORrR & βOSrS & βSQR)

‚

Tarski’s axiom is closely related to the Pasch axiom.

‚

There are still good research problems on that relationship.

‚

The exercise uses
•

simple mathematics, but a

•

sophisticated idea: axiomatics.

‚

Final example, to accent two recurring features: emphasis on
•

geometry, and on

•

case-ridden arguments.

Exercise 214. Arranging two segments in a
plane. Given on a plane is a figure consisting
of two segments. Indicate all axes and centers [of symmetry] of this figure, lying in its
plane. Give an exhaustive discussion of the
possible cases.
Five points for solution.

A. T. (Warsaw)

Tarski [1931–1932] 2012e

‚

A solution is a fine tour of elementary geometry,
•

including an introduction to symmetry, but

•

organizing it is a major piece of knowledge engineering.

Assessment (1)
‚

‚

Tarski’s major emphases were
•

Geometry

•

Inequalities

•

Organizing case-ridden arguments

•

Quantifier elimination (tacit)

For several problems,
•

the form of a solution was not clearly specified.

Assessment (2)
‚

218 exercises in Parametr . . . . . . . . . . 84 (39%) solutions published through 1939.
1930–1932 including Młody.

‚

26 rated $ 10 pts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Only two solutions of these.

‚

Solvers:

‚

Rusiecki: Not enough!

‚

Tarski:

gimnasjum students . . . . . 20
gimnasjum faculty . . . . . . 13
others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Very many published
solutions apparently
due to editor Rusiecki.

14 problems . . . . . . . . . . . Only two very easy solutions published.
6 rated $ 10 pts

Assessment (3)
‚

‚

‚

Why did Tarski propose the problems?
•

They're beautiful . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Yes, but Tarski never dwelt on that.

•

For bravado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Maybe, but . . .

•

For instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Evidently not much.

•

To identify the elite . . . . . . . . . . .

!?

Goals may simply have been confused,
•

or Tarski’s problems unrealistically difficult.

•

If not, then . . .

The editors &/or Tarski evidently intended them
•

not for fostering development of talented students in general,

but as
•

stimuli for the very topmost, and

•

as means of identifying those.

Confirmation

‚

Our conclusions agree with recollections
of Tarski’s 1934–1938 high-school student Witold Kozlowski:
•

Tarski's favorite area was geometry.

•

Gifted students ! his home.

•

Tarski’s Univ. students
! his school lectures.

Joanna & Andrew McFarland
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